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New book is a heartfelt dive and bridge between the historical patterns and future possibilities of the Divine Feminine
Not having enough time in the day, week or month is a ubiquitous problem. Coffee dates with friends or catching up with a family member are important parts of ...
Startup spotlight: Reclaim
If you're struggling with low sexual desire, symptoms of menopause, or the inability to orgasm, there are a variety of female libido boosters on the market that can help. Some of the best female ...
Best Sex Pills for Women: Top 5 Female Libido Boosters of 2021
Thousands of New Yorkers are being drawn to the five life-size monuments that were erected today in the Northwest corner of Union Square for the launch of the "Protector Monuments Reclaim the ...
Street Art Campaign 'Protector Monuments Reclaim the Pedestal' Launches in NYC, Reigniting the Question of Who Should Be on Monuments and learning to enjoy life. Now, she hopes to share her story with readers, helping other sufferers of depression reclaim control of their lives and build a happier future. Healing Depression ...
Self-Help Author Releases Groundbreaking Book About Dealing With Depression

World's First Digital Habits Coach Touts Digital Detox Solutions that Free Up 100 Hours a Month
Fortunately, one Australian engineer has been on the case for close to 50 years. Across the globe, solar is on a tear. In 2020 in Australia, more than 3 GW of new, small-scale capacity was added, ...
How Australian engineer Martin Green transformed the world's renewable power
Frances Moore Lappé has more to say with 'Diet for a Small Planet' in a 50th anniversary edition with new recipes from diverse chefs and her own personal story.
Review: Cookbook that changed the world turns 50 and gets an update
A community solar project is bringing new, positive life! to the Woburn, Massachusetts, site that prompted a major pollution lawsuit.
Solar project helps to reclaim site of notorious Boston-area toxic waste case
A good education and a good job don’t guarantee a life on the right side of the law ... V.C. Summer nuclear construction project; at least one of them, former SCE&G CEO Kevin Marsh, will ...

Editorial: How Claflin partnership can help SC prisons reclaim more lives, taxpayer funds
Just one day after her court appearance, Spears shared what was her most honest and open post to date. She conceded that she had made it seem like her life was "pretty amazing," but said the reality ...

How Britney Spears used Instagram to reclaim her narrative: "Take me as I am or kiss my ass"
Women do not feel safe on the streets of London following the death of teacher Sabina Nessa, according to one of the organisers of a vigil in her memory. Anna Birley, 32, co-founder of Reclaim ...

Woman feel unsafe after teacher's murder, warns campaigner
After a turbulent year and a bit, and with autumn and winter now approaching, it's time to reclaim our sleep and boost the quality ... revealed that 70 per cent have experienced one or more new sleep ...

How to reclaim your sleep
Under Pennsylvania law, the conviction carried a punishment of life ... one day is not something talked about between people who are public defenders," said Katia Perez, an organizer with ...

How Progressives Are Knocking Out Local Judges Across the Country
In 2018 an engineer, an inventor, a designer, and a vet all got together to work on a solution ... a dog's life to fit its needs from puppyhood to senior. Dogs everywhere can now reclaim lost ...

New Adjustable Dog Steps Poised to Help Millions of Step-Challenged Dogs
"There's not one person who can come in here and say that 'this is not for me,'" Pilat said. "We will take care of anybody who needs help." Lake Life Editor David Wilcox can be reached at (315 ...

Clear path: Auburn wellness center opens as COVID-19 drives need
Low manipulation protective styles offer the perfect solution, though. You get to reclaim your time ... and going on about your day is life-changing. Along with freeing up time, protective ...

24 Protective Hairstyles You Can Slay Year-Round
With the division still up for grabs, the Patriots will look to pull out every stop to put themselves back in position to reclaim ... One place where plenty of players have seen a new lease on ...

NFL Rumors: 3 LBs the Patriots should target to replace Kyle Van Noy
Iris Angellys releases 'Passion to Thrive: Reclaim your ... of themselves. Each one allows them to realize their strengths, talents and skills and what gives their life meaning, passion and ...
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